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Draw closer to God and your spouse through 30 daily devotions, each one brought to life with vivid

imagery and practical application.Fiercely Focused on ChristLearn how the gospel relates to every

aspect of your marriage by tracing core issues to their source and seeking Jesus as the answer to

every question.Visually Rich and ChallengingEach day starts with an image/quote combination

designed to inspire and stimulate conversation. Explore passages of the Bible, connect the gospel

to real challenges, and pray alongside your spouse.10 Bonus Images IncludeIn addition to the 30

devotional images, enjoy 10 bonus graphics with space to express why they matter to you. Cut out

a few pages, write on the backs, and place them around your home or work place as constant

reminders.Chapters and Outline Day 1: Rocks, Rockets, & the Gravity of BeliefDay 2: No Longer

TwoDay 3: The Blessed FountainDay 4: Busier Isn't BetterDay 5: Created BeautifulDay 6: A

Worthwhile PursuitDay 7: Christ is EnoughDay 8: Foundational FriendshipDay 9: An Unparalleled

AdventureDay 10: Perseverance (doesn't equal) PerfectionDay 11: Fully Known & Fully LovedDay

12: Laugh, Listen, LoveDay 13: The Generous MarriageDay 14: Keep the House, Toss the BulbDay

15: Lost in IntimacyDay 16: Works in ProgressDay 17: No shortcuts, No SubstitutesDay 18:

Reconciliation Over RetaliationDay 19: Lives Marked by PursuitDay 20: Pray, Play, StayDay 21:

The Three Proximities of IntimacyDay 22: Seeing the Same TruthDay 23: This Grace in Which We

StandDay 24: Love for All OccasionsDay 25: Beautiful In-BetweenDay 26: Design Your TimeDay

27: Exchange Fear for FaithDay 28: Love vs LustDay 29: A Generational GiftDay 30: Love Endures

All ThingsBonus ImagesAdditional Resources
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"An unmistakeable intimacy occurs when you're utterly exposed and still totally loved."This is the

beauty of Two as One as a couples devotional. It is an accessible, Christ-centered couples

devotional that centers on the gospel. Each day's reading draws you back to Jesus, which is exactly

where we need to be drawn.

This Devotional is Beautiful! I am engaged to a beautiful women and we have been Ryan and

Selena on Fierce Marriage for almost a year and they have set our souls on fire to love each other

and love each other well.Other than their articles they write their inspirational images that they post

all over social media lift our spirits daily. We are so excited that their devotionals to go along with

them. We plan to go through this devotional before our wedding to be best prepared. It is so

important to us that Christ be the center of our Marriage and this devotional will help.We are so

excited to see this work in our relationship with each other and God.If anyone is struggling to share

the Gospel together with your significant other this is the perfect Devotional to do together!

I am always on the hunt for great marriage building resources and I am so happy that I found Fierce

Marriage and this beautiful book! This is a 30 day devotional experience that I am super excited

about. One of the great things I appreciate is that is only a 30 day commitment. Most couples devo

books are so long, you are bored before you finish them. Also, the layout of the devos with the

awesome graphics is perfect and inspiring. Even though the size of this book is clearly shown in one

of the photos, I was pleasantly surprised that the book was a little bigger than I expected. Thank you

for a great resource and I look forward to other resources that you make available.

I was hoping this book would be useful for having devotions with my wife - Instead I got a book that

is 75% useless. Each of the 30 'lessons' contain 4 pages: 1 page with a B/W photo, 1 page of

devotional material, and 2 mostly blank pages that contain discussion questions where you can

journal your thoughts (Look at the attached photos for a sample chapter). I did not buy this book so I

could be the author. At the end of the book, there are some more lo-res black and white photos that

you are encouraged to cut out of the book and "prop them on a shelf or ledge" or "hang several on a

string by attaching a mini spring clothespins". Frankly, I would be a bit embarrassed to publish this

book as a devotional for couples and then give them less than 1 page in 4 of actual material for

them to read. A Christian couple would be much better served just taking 10 minutes and reading a

few scriptures and praying together. Don't get me wrong - I have appreciated the "Fierce Marriage"



website and many of their articles and ideas, but if you are looking for a substantive book to revive

your devotional life - look elsewhere. You will be greatly disappointed with this book.

Nice devotional with some good reminders that are Christ-centered. However, they seem too short

and don't go into much depth, even for a devotional. This is probably more suited to newlyweds

and/or couples who are having marital troubles and communication issues. These will get a

conversation started, many mature marriages might find them lacking.

Ryan and Selena Frederick are inspirational role models for what marriage should look like. I have

been reading their Fierce Marriage blogs for years and appreciate their down-to-earth advice as

Christian spouses and parents. They share the things that have been successful in making a

marriage thrive without sounding preachy. I was thrilled to discover they had published a Couples'

Devotional Book and it does not disappoint.

My husband loved the profound thoughts they brought to everyday problems we face as couples

and how the Word was broken down in a way that relates to our marriage! Never thought of the

things they suggest for us to do for conflict resolution!

This book is a huge encouragement to us! We love reading the Fredrick's blog and now to have

some in depth material to work through together each day we are thrilled to rise to the challenge

and excited for all the great things that will come out of investing in our marriage!
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